Gyanties Interacted Socially with
Old People at Old Age Home
On 08th December 2016 management of Gyan Ganga International School organized a
social interaction education trip of Class-VI students to the – Old Age Home, Shastri
Nagar, Tilwara Road, Near Medical College, Jabalpur taking it as a part of holistic
development of their students.
The trip of was organized under the great guidance of school Principal Dr. Rajesh Kumar
Chandel and the group of more than 50 students were accompanied by the teachers.
The main purpose of organizing this social interaction educational trip was to make the
youth of our society aware about the feelings and conditions of old age parents who are
left away by their children at Old Age Home. Students performed cultural presentation
such as solo song, poems, speeches, group song and group dance to entertain these old
grandparents and also distributed blankets & fruits to them. During their interaction
session these old people shared their young age’s experiences with the students and
also listened to these young ones.
The main attraction of this trip was when the old grandparents became emotional on
receiving so much love and care by these youngsters.
The Principal, Dr. Rajesh Kumar Chandel encouraged the students and congratulated
them for being socially responsible citizens of the country. He motivated them to keep
moving towards the goal of charity and helping the weaker sections of the society. He
was also happy to see the transformation in his students when he heard that they were
happy and proud of their parents and grandparents.
It was evident from the visit to the Old Age Home that students have built in a strong
feeling of helping their old parents at home and also understood their importance in
terms of building stronger bond with their parents and grandparents.
The GGIS students thanked their Principal Dr. Rajesh Kumar Chandel for giving them an
opportunity to redefine their responsibilities as responsible citizens through this
Educational Social Interaction trip.

